ACADEMIC APPLICATION

Overview
The ACADEMIC NDSR licensing option is available to facilitate use of NDSR for teaching purposes. The ACADEMIC NDSR allows students to have hands-on experience with research-quality nutrient calculation software. This licensing option includes all NDSR features and reports with the exception of output file generation. A license for ACADEMIC NDSR is valid for one year. The ACADEMIC NDSR may be installed on a teaching lab network at no additional cost.

Support Services
Core support services provided include installation assistance, answers to your questions and consultation time with NDSR User Support Representatives.

Eligibility Criteria
The ACADEMIC NDSR licensing option is for teaching purposes only.

Application Process
Applicants should review the ACADEMIC NDSR End User Software License Agreement, complete the attached application form, and send to ndsrhelp@umn.edu so that eligibility for this licensing option may be determined. A response regarding approval will be provided within two weeks.

Pricing
Initial copy - $455
Additional password - $95

Please email completed application to ndsrhelp@umn.edu.
ACADEMIC VERSION 2022
APPLICATION FORM

Contact Person:  
Title:  

Institution:  

Department:  

Address:  

Phone:  
Email:  

1. List the classes in which you intend to use ACADEMIC - NDSR.

2. Describe how ACADEMIC - NDSR will be used in each of the classes listed.

Use of this software is limited to the terms of the NDSR End User License Agreement. I understand that I may not use the ACADEMIC Version of the NUTRITION DATA SYSTEM FOR RESEARCH (NDSR) for scientific research, dietary counseling, or any purposes other than teaching students about dietary data collection and nutrient calculation.

☐ Checking this box confirms that I acknowledge and agree to the above terms of use.